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ABSTRACT 
We study the structure of circum-Euclidean distance matrices, those Enclidean 
distance matrices generated by points l}dng on a hH3ersphere. We show, fbr example, 
that such Euclidean distance matrices are characterized as having constant row stuns 
and they constitute the interior of the cone of all Euclidean distance matrices. Also, 
we provide a formula for computing the radius of a representing configuration i the 
smallest embedding dimension r and show that rk D = r + 1. Finally we obtain a 
geoinetric haracterization f the faces of this cone. Given a configuration of points 
and its Euclidean distance matrix D, any matrix in the minimal i~ace containing D 
comes from a configuration that is a linear perturbation of the points that generate D. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D denote a Eucl idean distance matrix (EDM) .  The theme of this 
paper  is the interplay and relationships between l inear algebra properties of 
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EDMs, the topology of the cone A,, of EDMs of dimension n, and the 
geometry of the generating points. We shall say that D is circum-Eucl idean 
provided the points which generate it lie on the surface of some hypersphere. 
Circum-Euclidean distance matrices (CEDMs) are important because very 
EDM is the limit of CEDMs. This is analogous to the case of the cone of 
positive semidefinite matrices, where the interior of the cone consists of 
positive definite matrices. More generally, a EDM D is generated by a set of 
points on the surface of a hypersphere if and only if there exists a multiple of 
the rank one matrix ee r, where e T = (1, 1 . . . . .  1), such that the matrix B 
given by 
1 B = -7D + Aee ~ 
is positive semidefinite. 
Establishing a direct relationship between all EDMs which lie on the 
same minimal face containing a given EDM D appears complicated. How- 
ever, when one seeks to characterize the face in terms of the geometrical 
figures which are generating the EDMs, a simple and beautiful relationship 
occurs. The answer is that all such figures are the images of all the linear 
transformations of the figure G which generates the EDM D. 
Gower [6, 7] established basic and fundamental connections between the 
configuration of points that generate D and its properties. The embedding 
dimension of D is the smallest r such that a set of points generating D lie in 
a subspace of dimension r. Let D-  denote a generalized inverse of the 
EDM D. Gower showed that if rk D = r, then the embedding dimension of 
D is r - 1 if and only if eT"D e 4= O, and the latter occurs if and only if the 
generating points lie on the surface of a hypersphere. 
Using new characterizations, we give brief direct proofs of the results of 
Gower without resort to the generalized inverse. This approach also reveals 
additional insight into the connection between properties of D and the 
geometry of its generating points. Some of these results were previously 
established in the special case that the vector e of all ones is an eigenvector f
D [8]. In [9] we described the facial structure of the cone A,, of all EDMs of 
dimension r~. 
An important application of EDMs is to the determination of the confor- 
mation of biological molecules from information given by nuclear magnetic 
resonance data [2, 5]. The application of distance geometry to molecular 
conformations is one motivation for our study in this paper of the relationship 
between the geometry of the points generating the EDM and the geometry 
of the cone A,,. 
Section 2 introduces the definitions and reviews previous results that are 
used in the subsequent development. In Section 3 we establish a new 
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necessa U and sufficient condition for D to be a CEDM.  Consequences of 
this result give a characterization of such matrices, obtain the results of 
Gower without using the generalized inverse, and show that all EDMs in the 
interior of the cone of EDMs are generated by points which lie on the 
surface of some hypersphere. In Section 4 we obtain a new characterization 
of the faces of the cone of EDMs. Also we observe that the facial structure of 
positive semidefinite matrices is pr~,ser~,ed by the map K [see Equation (3)] to 
EDMs. 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS AND DEF IN IT IONS 
0 
A nonnegative symmetric n × n matrix D = [(l~j] x~4th zeros on the 
diagonal is called a dissimilarity matrix. I f  there exists ~ points t) 1 . . . . .  t),, in 
t'{'" such that d;~j  = II p, - pi l l - ,  . . . . . .  then D is called Euchdea~a dl.stanc~" tJtat,-Lv. 
and the smallest such value of r is called the embedding dimension. \'vk' 
emphasize that Ii p - q l[ denotes the usual Eucl idean distance. 
(;ower, in [7], gave the following formulation based on a previous result of 
Schoenherg [I 1]. A dissimilarib: matrix D is a EDM if and only if 
F = ~( I  ,,.s"r)D(I .s'c r)  (1) 
is positive semidefinite. Here e is the vector of all ones, and .v is any vector 
such that .s/re = 1. Gower develops ome interesting eometo,' relating to the 
various choices of s. Schoenberg's choices of .s' = e /n  and .v = e i, the ith 
coordinate vector, place the origin lit the centroid and at the ith point of the 
cont]guration respectively. I f  F = CC ~', so that the rows of (7 give th(. 
coordinates of the points that g('nerate the distances: on( ~ obser~'('s that 
c ra  ' = 0, so that s determines the position of the origin. 
In (1) it is important o recogniz( ~that I - s 'e  T is a projection onto tht' 
subspace 
M = ~ B" :x* 'e  = }7. = 0 o 
j=  I 
(0) 
In the special case s = e/ J l ,  tile projection P = I - e~'r/,l is orthogonal. 
Thus a dissimilarity matrix D is an EDM if" and only if 1 - 7D is positive 
semidefinite (>~ 0) on M. Further. the miuimal embedding dimension f~t" 1) 
is r = rk(PDP). For a detai led study of the case s = ~,/n see Critchley [:3]. 
Suppose .s're = 1. Let {l,,(s) denote the set of all positive semidefinite 
matrices B such that B,s' = O, and let I) denote the vector of the diagonal 
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elements of B. Extending a result of Critchley [3] for the case s = e/n ,  
Johnson and Tarazaga [10] showed that the maps K from 12n(s) to A,, given 
by 
K( B)  =be T + eb T - 2B (3) 
and r from A. to fin(s) given by 
7( D)  = -½(  I - es r )D(  I - se T ) (4) 
and inverse to each other. 
In [9] we used a general decomposition theorem for matrices positive 
semidefinite on a subspace to obtain a new characterization for distance 
matrices. We now extend that result, which was given previously for the ease 
of s = e/n ,  to the general ease of sre = 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose sTe = 1. A dissimilarity matrix D ~ R "x" is a 
EDM i f  and only i f  there exists a positive semidefinite matrix B with Bs = 0 
such that 
-½D = B + ze T + ez T + Aee T, (5) 
where 
z -  2 I -  --n b = - ~ M, nA erb,  (6) 
and b is the vector of  diagonal elements of  B. 
Proof. The comments before the theorem shows that if D ~ A,,, then 
there exists a B ~ fl,,(s) sueh that D = K(B). That is, 
D =be T +eb r -2B .  
Adding and subtracting 2(bre /n )ee  T, one finds that 
-½D=B + e -b  e v+ ½e -b  - ee T. 
n n n 
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To finish the proof in one direction, make the identifications in (6). To obtain 
the converse, simply reverse the argument. • 
Note that 2z is the projection of -b  onto the subspace M and that if b 
is a constant vector then z = 0. 
The role that the vector e and the subspaee M perpendicular to it play in 
the theor? of distance matrices is important and unique. We elucidate this 
comment by beginning with the veD' useful result of Gower [7] that the 
vector e always belongs to the range of an EDM.  The following proof avoids 
the use of generalized inverses. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  D ~ A,,, D 4= 0, there exists w ~ B" such that Dw = e. 
I f  u >~ 3, y ~ R", and y ¢~ span{e}, then there exists a EDM D such that 
!/ ~ B( D). 
Proof. Begin with representation (5) and s = e/n .  Hence 
-½D = B + ze T +ezr+ Aee T, 
Mmre 
eTDe 
B > 0, Be = 0, z ~ M, and A < 0. 
2 n e 
First consider the case z = 0. Then 1 - ~De = nAe, and we are done, since 
A 4= 0. Otherwise, let B have the spectral representation 
j -1  
If" r = n -- 1, choose u ~ M such that Bu = -nz .  Then 
0 < ,,rBu = -nur ,~ and -½D(u  + e) = [(zT, , )  + Ale, 
the coefficient of e being negative. We find w by scaling u + e. If r < n - 1, 
choose u ~ N( B ) A M,  u 4= O. In this ease 
- ,}D, ,  = ( J , , )e  
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and we are finished, unless zT'u = 0 for all u ~ N(B)  (~ M,  in which case, 
again, Bu = - nz  for some u ~ M. Now apply tile argument of the first case. 
To prove the second part, suppose first that ~ is even, n >~ 4, y ~ M, 
and y ¢ 0. Choose x = [x~ . . . . .  x ,y ,  a vector of _ l ' s  in M,  such that x 
and y are linearly independent--easi ly done because y has at least one 
positive and one negative component. Now define D by [d~] = [Ix i - xj l2]. 
Hence [d~j] = [2 - 2x ix j l  and 
D = xx 7 - ee T. 
If - -  1 7Dw = y for some w,  
-½Dw = x( x w) - e (eTw)  = y, 
but since e is orthogonal to M and x, y e M, this would imply that y and x 
are linearly dependent, contrary to construction. 
In general, let y = u + /3e, u e M, u ¢ 0, /3 4= 0. By the above argu- 
ment there exists a D such that u ~ R(D) .  But e is in B(D); hence 
y ~ R(D). 
In case n >/ 5 and odd, we observe that either the first n - 1 or the last 
n - 1 components of y constitute a nonconstant vector ~. Consider the first 
case. Starting with if, we may invoke the above construction to obtain a 
distance matrix D of even dimension that does not have ~ in its range. Since 
is generated by points on a hypersphere of radius 1, the effect of adding a 
new point P,, = 0 to the configuration is to border D by a row and column of 
l 's with a final 0. The resulting distance matrix D does not have y in its 
range. The second case is similar. 
The case n = 2 must be excluded because all nonzero 2 × 2 distance 
matrices are invertible. A 3 × 3 EDM is invertible if the embedding dimen- 
sion is 2, or even if it is 1 provided the points are distinct. However, in case 
two of the three points coalesce we have the possibilities 
[0 :l 1[ 0 :] 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 1 0 0 1 
whose ranges intersect in the span of e. 
Note that this result implies that N(D)  c M for every EDM. We now 
elucidate the special role that the subspaee M plays in this subject. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose n > 3. Then the subspace M = {x ~ B" ix re  = 0} 
is the only subspace o f  d imension n - 1 on which e~er~j EDM D #= 0 is 
negative semidefinite. 
Proof. First,  assume n >~ 4 and s ~ span{e}. Let M = {x ~ B"l,s'rx - 
0}. There  exists m 4= 0 in M such that s rm 4= 0, Fol lowing the procedure  in 
Lemma 2.1, we construct  a D (CE I )M with emhedd ing  d imension one in 
case ~1 is even) such that Dm =0.  Then w =e + Am ¢,,'~I~ prov ided 
A = -s rc /s ' rm,  and since Dm = 0, we have tc rDw = erDe > O. 
For  the case n = 3, we observe that the vectors [I, - 1,0] r, [0, 1, - I] 1, 
[1, 0, -1 ]  r are in the respect ive null spaces of  the matr ices displayed above. 
And since ,s' ~ span{e}, one of" these vectors can serve as I/l and the 
corresponding distance matrix can play the role of 1). • 
COR()t,t,AtW 2.1. Suppose D ~ 0 is a EDM with reprcsentati(m ~iw'tt t)!! 
(5) and (6). Then b = Ds - ½(.s'rDs)e, b Ioclml~.s' to the ranRe ~![ 1), aml 
,:v(1)) c N(B) .  
Proof.  Since D = be "r + el) "r - 2B  and Bs = 0, then /) = 
Ds - (1)rs)e = Ds - ½(s'rDQe. By Lemma 2.1 c is in the range of D, an<l 
hence so is /). Being in the range o|" D, both e and b are peq3endicular  to 
the N(D) .  Therefi)re,  if x ~ N(D)  we obtain 
0 = Dx =berx -+-cb ' rx -  2Bx  = -2Bx ,  
so that x ~ N( B ). • 
Tile next corollary, connects the rank of a d istance matrix, the vector ; ,  
and the minimal  embedd ing  d imension r. 
C()ItOI,I,ABY 2.2. Suppose D ~ A,,, D ¢ 0 with repn'sentati(m ¢~icetl b!/ 
(5) amt (6). Let 
B : k UiL3i~'" 
i I 
Thetl the range B(D)  = span{v I . . . . .  st ,  =, e}. Further,  rk D = /" + 1 i f aml  
onl 9 i f  = e span{~ l . . . . .  ~,.}, a,M rk D = r + 2 i f  and only i f  =. e 
span{~ I . . . . .  %}. 
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Proof. From the representat ion it is clear that R(D)  c 
span{v 1. . . . .  vr, z, e}. To reverse the inclusion note first that N(D)  c N(B)  
implies R(B)  c R(D)  and, accordingly, v 1 . . . . .  v r ~ R(D).  Now e is in 
range of D, so we need only show that z ~ R(D) .  But -2z  = ( I  -eer /n )b  = 
b - (e rb /n )e .  Sinee b is in the range of D, we are finished. Now Bs = 0 
implies each v i is perpendicular to s, and since eTS = 1, e ff span{v 1. . . . .  %}. 
Hence z ~ span{v 1. . . . .  v r} implies that rk D is r + 1. If z 
span{v I . . . .  , v~}, then, since z ~ M and e is perpendicular to M, rk D is 
r+2.  • 
The final result we will need from [9] is a description of the facial 
structure of the cone A,,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let D ~ A,, have a representation with s = e /n ,  so that 
Then the set 
-- ID  = i Di DT -{- ze~ + e'~T q- beer. 
i - I  
F(D)  = { i=!~s is ] '+wer  +ewr  + TeeT: 
span{s 1. . . . .  s~} c span{vl ,v 2. . . . .  %}} 
is the smallest face o f  the cone A,, that contains A (where the paws 
w, Y are calculated by (6)). 
(7) 
(8) 
Z, A and 
It is important o note that we are in the interior of the face as long as 
span{s 1. . . . .  s r} = span{v1, v2 . . . . .  Vr}. 
3. C IRCUM-EUCL IDEAN DISTANCE MATRICES 
Let D be a EDM with representation given by (5) and the choice 
s = e /n .  Then Be = 0, and any representation B = CC T, C ~ R ~×~, where 
r is the minimal embedding dimension, gives a matrix of the coordinates of 
the points Pl, P2 . . . . .  p,, for D (the coordinates appearing as the rows of C). 
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Thus, 
-½D = CC T + z,e r + ez ~" +Aee r, 
where z and A are given by (6). The important relations 
0 = Ilpill-~ + 2=, + a ( i=  1 . . . . .  ,,) 
result from e(tnating diagonal elements in (9). 
Tm,:Ol~V,M 3.1. 
q ~ R ~ such that 
(9) 
(lo) 
The EDM D is a CEDM if and only if there exists a 
Cq = z. (11) 
Proof. Given that Cq = :,  we can rewrite (9) in tile form 
-½D = CC T + Cq,/r + eqrC r + Ace r 
= (C + eq" ) (C  + , ,q" ) " -  (q"',t - A)c~'" 
= dd ~-  bd,  (12) 
where (.¢ = C + eq r has rows /3; r = PZ' + q" and A = qrq _ A. From (12) 
we deduce that (t~/= II/3, - fly11 ~ and, equating diagonals, that 
II fi, II ~ = ,i. (13)  
llenee ttle points p~ . . . . .  p,, lie on a hypersphere of radius V~- centered at 
Conversely, suppose D is a CEDM,  so that there exist points ~1 . . . . .  fit, 
and P0 in R'" such that 
d u = II ,~ - ~Sjll and  tl )5, - F(,II = R .  
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To motivate our next step one should note that the minimal radius of a 
hypersphere containing a set of points occurs when the center is in the 
smallest variety containing those points. Since our representation gives the 
minimal embedding dimension, we need to obtain that setting. Hence let V 
denote the smallest variety containing /51 . . . . .  fi,,, and let c o denote the 
orthogonal projection of P0 onto V. Then c o is the center of a hypersphere 
containing the given points, with possibly a smaller radius. Let dim V = r. 
Accordingly we may assume that D is represented by a configuration 
P 1 . . . . .  p,, in R~, with center at - q and such that F~7= 1Pi = 0. Hence 
d~ = Ilp~ - pj[I 2 and IIp~ + qll = p (i = 1 . . . . .  n) (14) 
Define C 6 R '~xr  by letting the ith row of C be the point p r, so that 
cre  = 0. Then 
-½D = ( -½b)er  + e( -½b)r  + CC r, 
where b r= [llplll 2 . . . . .  IIp,Jl2]. According to Theorem 2.1, a positive 
semidefinite matrix B = CC "r with Be = 0 determines exactly one distance 
matrix D in the form (5) or (9), and the vector z is given by 
1(efT) 
- - vPb.  (15) 
From (14) 
IIp~l12 + 2p~'q + Ilql12 = p ~ ( i=1 . . . . .  n) .  
Hence 
b -4- 2Cq = (p2  _ ilqll2)e, 
and so 
Pb + 2Cq = O, 
since Pe = O, Cq ~ M, and P is the orthogonal projection on M. It follows 
from (15) that z = Cq. • 
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COBOLLAt/Y 3.1. A EDM D is a CEDM if'and only if there exists/3 ~ R 
such that 
/3ee r -  ½D > O. (16) 
T/u, set of admissible values of /3 is A <~ /3 < ~c, where A = q'rq - a is 
obtained from (12). The choice ~ = A corresponds to the minimal embedding 
in dimension r, and the radius R o of this minimal embedding is given by 
t{~ = i .  fi > ~ corresponds to embedding in dimension r + 1. 
Proof. Tile condition in (16) is implicit in I. J. Schoenberg's work, first in 
his initial paper on isometric embedding [11] and later in [1"2]. This result is 
also noted in the current paper of Critehley and Fichet [4]. Our contribution 
lies in the ex, plicit fornmla R 0 = ,~, and we will restrict our remarks to 
shox~4ng that A is the minimal choice ff, r /3 in (16). 
Since r ~< n - 1 and the embedding diInension r= rkB  = rkC  from 
(9) is minimal, the points P1 - Pe . . . . .  PI - P,, span R": hence we can write 
L rt 
-q  = wjpj .  ~ ~ = 1. 
j = 1 j = I 
Letting w r = (w, . . . . .  w,,), 
(C r + qer )w = Crw + q(erw)  
= ~wjp j+q 
j=  1 
= -q  + q = O. 
From (12), 
( i ce '  - = ddTw = 0.  
[laving shown that Aee r - ±D~ is singular, we conclude that /3ee z -gD>0J  
cannot hold if/3 < ,~. • 
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COROLLARY 3.2. D is a CEDM i f  and only i f  
x rDx 
snp - -  < ~ (17) 
• ~ '  (x~'e) "2 
Proof. Given that D is a CEDM and that 13 in (16) lies in ~t ~</3 < % 
we know that 2~See r - D = B >~ O. Hence 
and 
x"Dx = 213( xT~) ' - x~Sx ~ ,2t3( x"~) ~' 
x rDx 
sup ~< 2/8. 
x~M (x ,~)  2 
Conversely, if the supremum in (17) is finite, we denote its value by 2 R~ and 
conclude that 
or  
x"~ .< 2R~(xTe)  2, x ~ M, 
xT(2R~,ee ' - O)x >--- 0, x ~ V. (18) 
In case x ~ M, the left side reduces to -x rDx  > O, which is valid because 
every EDM is negative semidefinite on M. Hence (18) holds for all x, and 
2R~ee r -  D >i O. (19) 
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that D is a CEDM. 
It is worth noting that the choice of 2R -~ for the supremum in (17) forces 
the points that generate D to lie on a hypersphere of radius R 0. Further, if 
the supremum in (17) occurs at x, x ~ M, then x lies in the null space of 
2R~ee "r - D, so that 
Dx = 2R2(erx )e  = ae,  oe 4= O. 
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Properly scaled, each such x furnishes an s for (20) below. We now combine 
Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 to obtain an extension of some results of 
Gower [71. 
TttEOREM 3.2. Suppose D is a EDM with representation ¢{iven by (5) 
and (6): 
½D = CC r + ze r + ez r +Aee r. 
17wn if rk D = r, the embedding dimen.s'ion of  D is 
(i) r - 1 iff there is a vector q such that Cq = z iff the ~,enerating points 
lie on the surface of  a hypersphere, or 
(ii) r - 2 iff Cq = z has no solution iff the ~enerating points do not lie on 
the s'u@zce of a hypersphere. 
The next result shows that all EDMs on the interior of the cone A,, are 
CEDMs.  Hence the CEDMs are dense in the E l )Ms.  This result was also 
noted in Critehley and Fichet [4] ~4a a different approach. 
TIIEOt~EM 3.3. Every EDM D on the interior ~{f the cone A,, is a 
CEDM. 
Proof. Consider the representation (5) and (6) with s = e /n .  In [9] we 
noted that D e A,, is an interior point if and only if B = CC r is positive 
definite on M. Now CC ~ is positive definite on M iff the range of C is M, 
i f f for z in M Cq = z has a solntion, iff D is a CEDM.  • 
1 7" Since xrBx = - ~x Dx for x ~ M, we may also characterize the interior 
of A,, as the distance matrices D that are negative definite on M or fbr 
which rk B = n - 1. Thus every. ~such D is invertible and has only one 
positive eigenvalue. This allows us to state the follo\~4ng resu]t. 
COROLLAI/Y 3.3. I f  D is in the interior of A,,, then det D ~ 0 and the 
sizn ~f the determinant is given by ( -  1)" 1. 
UMbrtunately, the converse property of a zero determinant for all E l )Ms  
in the bonnda~ is false. If D has embedding dimension n - 2 and D is not 
a CEDM,  then span{v] . . . . .  %,-2, z} = M and D is invertible by Corollary 
2.1. Hence, det D ~ 0, and by continuity it has the same sign as those in the 
interior. All other distance matriees in the boundaD: have determinant zero. 
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THEOREM 3.4. The EDM D is a CEDM i f  and only i f  there exists s ~ R" 
and 13 ~ R such that 
Ds = 13e and sTe = 1. (20) 
Further,  in case (20) holds', the radius R o f  the CEDM configuration is given 
by 
a 2 =/3 /2 .  (21) 
Proof. I f  (20) holds, we have 
O<-% B = ( I - esT) ( -½D)(  I - se T ) 
= -½(D - /3eeY), (22) 
or  
/3 
- -ee  T - 1D = B >~ 0, (23) 
2 
which, according to Corollary 3.1, shows that D is a CEDM.  
Conversely, given that the EDM D is a CEDM,  there exists a 13 such 
that 
13ee T -D= B >~0. 
According to Lemma 2.1, there is a vector w such that Dw = e. Thus 
or  
13e(erw)  - Dw = Bw,  
13e( e'r w ) - e = Bw.  
If  erw = 0, then -e  = Bw and 
0 = - -wTe = wTBw,  
contrary to Bw ~ O. Thus eTW 4: O, and sealing w gives the s in (20). The 
relation R 2 = f l /2  results from equating the diagonal elements in (23). • 
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COMMENT. In [8] we studied the case where the centroid and center 
coincide, and showed this occurred only in case e is an eigenvector of the 
EDM D. This implies that the row sums are constant. Note that Theorem 3.4 
implies that in the general case a CEDM matrix has weighted row sums 
constant. 
THEOREM 3.5. The EDM D is a CEDM if and only if R( D) C3 N( B ) has 
([imension one. 
Proof. Using the characterization given in Theorem 2.1 with .s' = e/n  
and Corollao' 2.2, we have 
aud 
B(D)  = span{v, ,v  2 . . . . .  ~:~, z, e} 
N(B)  = span{,)~+, . . . . .  %, e}, 
which can be obtained by completing a basis to the set  (L; 1 . . . . .  Ur, e} (recall 
Be = 0). 
I f  z ~ span{v I . . . . .  v,}, we can choose %+ l as the orthogonal component 
of = with respect o span{v1,.. . ,  v,}, and arranged so that 
R( D) AN(B)  = span{e,~,+~}. 
Now R(D)  (~ N(B)  has dimension one if" and only if" = ~ span{v l . . . . .  ;2r}. 
From Theorem 3.1 this is true if and only if D is a CEDM (observe that 
Cq = z has a solution iff Bq = z has a sohltion). • 
By our comments about e as the unique vector that lies in R(D)  fi)r all 
EDMs, we are forced to the above representation for this direct proof. 
We summarize our characterizations of CEDMs by listing a set of 
equivalent conditions. 
TIIEOREM 3.6. Let D ~ EDM, D v~ 0, C ~ R ''×" be a matrix of  coordi- 
nates for  D, and = be the vector giten by (6). Then the_fi~llowing statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) D is a CEDM. 
(ii) There exists a unique ~ector q ~ R ~ such that Cq = z. 
(iii) There exist.s' B ~ 0 with constant dia~onal and A ~ R such that 
I -7D =B + Ace rr. 
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(iv) One has 
(v) One has 
xTDx 
~oo. sup 
x~SM ( xre) 2 
rkD=r+ 1. 
(vi) There exists a vector s ~ R '~ and fl ~ R such that 
Ds = fie, sTe = 1. 
(vii) One has 
d im[R(D)  N N(B) ]  = 1, where B "~- CC T. 
4. FACIAL PROPERTIES OF THE CONE OF EDMS 
Recall from Theorem 2.2 that a matrix A belongs to the smallest face 
containing the EDM 
1 ~ ViVlr 4- 4- ezT 4- AeeT - -  7D = ze r 
i=1  
iff 
1A = ~ si ST 4- we T 4- ew T 4- Tee T, 
i=1  
where span{s 1. . . . .  st} c span(v I . . . . .  vr}. 
The aim of this section is to give geometrical characterizations of Theo- 
rem 2.2. Given a EDM D, we denote by C o the coordinate matrix of the 
points which generate the distance matrix D. Without loss of generality, we 
place the centroid at the origin, so that Cre = 0. In terms of the coordinate 
matrices we may restate Theorem 2.2 in the following manner. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Given a EDM D, then X ~ F(D) if and only 
range(Cx Cr) c range(Co Cr) if and only if range(C x) c range(CD). 
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Proof. Just observe that C D = [vl  . . . . .  v,.] and C x = [s I . . . . .  s~] and 
that the range C D = range(CoC]~). • 
This result indicates that perturbations of C D which do not change the 
colmnn space generate corresponding EDMs in the same face. This observa- 
tion will lead to a simple geometrical description of the face. The following 
notation is useful for this description. Let D be a given EDM, and CD tile 
corresponding coordinate matrix. D{~fine 
0(C~) = {XlX  = C, ,Q~},  
where QQr = I and ~ is any nonnegative diagonal matrix. 
TIIEOREM 4.1. Let D be a EDM. Then X ~ F(D)  !f cmd only if tlu're 
exists a coordinate matrix X c ~ ~(C1)). 
Proof. X ~ F (D)  if and only if range C x c range C1~ if and only if 
C x = C19 A 
tbr some matrix A ~ R "x ~. But using the singular value decomposition 
A = p2v ,  
where @ and V are orthogonal matrices, then 
C x - CI)Q'ZV , 
x,V}I(~nCC 
CxVr  = CI)QE. 
But CxVr  is a coordinate matrix for X and clearly belongs to qb(cl~). • 
One can now see that all EDMs belonging to the same face as the EDM 
D arise from geometric figures which are simple geometric motions of the 
geometrical figure associated with D. It is easy to show that the orthogonal 
matrix call be written as a product of reflectors (Householder transfi~rma- 
tions). Furthermore, the product of two reflectors can be written as a 
rotation. The matrix £ simply gives a stretching of the ~Lxis. [tence there is a 
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nice geometric relationship between all the geometrical figures associated 
with the EDMs in the same lace. We illustrate this with a simple example. 
EXAMPLE. In the cone of 4 × 4 EDMs we will consider the EDM D 
and corresponding coordinate matrix C D associated with a square, and 
describe all the geometrical figures associated with EDMs in F(D) .  Hence 
we may take the following representation: 
1 0 
0 1 
CD = - 1 0 
0 -1  
and 
0 2 4 2 
2 0 2 4 D= 
4 2 0 2 
2 4 2 0 
From Theorem 4.1 and tile proof we know that X ~ F (D)  if and only if 
C x = CI) A ,  
where 
c d " 
Now C x is given by 
a i} Cx = c d , - -a  - - c  
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and  the  d i s tance  matr ix  X is g iven  by  
x= 
() (a - i)) ~ + (c - o') ~ (,2~,) ~ + ( '2c) ~ (,~ + l , )  ~ + (,. + +I) ~ 
( .  ~,)~ + (c - ,l) ~ 0 (,++  l,) ~ + (,~ + +I)-' (.~I,) ~ + (~</)~ 
(..,,)~ + (2+.) ~ (,, + ~)~ + (+. + <l) ~ o (+, l,) ~ + (c <I)~' 
(,, + t,) ~ + (+. + ~l) + (,2b) ~ + (2J) ~ (,, - t,) ~ + (~ - ,t) ~ 0 
Now observ'e that 
and 
+,,~ = :~++ = Ca - f , )  + + (e  - , t )  + 
:+++ = +, ,  = ( , ,  + ].9 ++ + (e  + , ] )+.  
This impl ies that X is the distance matrix of a paral le logram. Moreover,  
xl:~ = x+4 if and only if X is a rectangle. Note that if the matrix A is 
nonsingular  then the embedd ing  d imens ion is two and the corresponding 
E DM helongs to the inter ior  of the face. I f  the matrix A is singular, then the 
points lie on a line, so the embedd ing  d imension is one and the EDM is on 
the boundao~ of the face containing D. 
In the cone f~,, the minimal  face containing a matrix B consists of all 
Z e f~  which contain the null space of B (those on the relative inter ior have 
the same null space) [I]. We can identi~, ~ l , , (e /n )  with L~,, I" 
TIIEOHEM 4.2. The map K presecces faces. That is, !f D = K( B ) rind 
I~ e FCB), then KCI3) + F (D) .  
The proof  follows easily from the definit ions of K and the filcial structure 
of [~oth cones. 
After submission of this paper we received the paper of Critehley and 
Fichet [4]. There is some ovedap in results. However, they concentrate on are 
length distance on spheres whereas" we use Euclidean distance. Our terminol- 
ogy is' ram: consistent with theirs. Als'o tee wish to thank the r~'ree for  
mlmerous help, rid comments mid suggestions. 
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